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Heidi & Orville Thompson

Wishing you the  
loveliest of autumns and  
the happiest of holidays,

The Thompson Family

Welcome
We love this time of year — not just because we’re back to school and getting 
into the holiday spirit, but because we have so much to share with you! It’s like 
Christmas Day, all season long. We’re always looking for new ways to surprise and 
delight you, and we hope you find a lot to love in this new catalog. 

The new Lampshade Collection will change the way you think about warmers. 
These intricately designed warmers create a fresh Scentsy experience, pairing 
your Scentsy fragrance with luminous light beaming through delicate hand-blown 
glass. Who said warmers had to be ceramic?

We went “lights out” with another exciting warmer line. You told us you adore 
Scentsy Warmers, but sometimes want to warm your favorite fragrance without 
the light. Introducing: Element Warmers. Element Warmers use a heating element 
to gently heat Scentsy wax without a lightbulb! They are perfect for offices, 
dorms, and bedrooms.  

We hope you find solutions for all your gift-giving needs with our convenient 
Gift Bundles! We’ve included something for every member of the family, from 
newlyweds to home chefs to new parents. 

Take a moment to enhance this cozy, festive time of year with your favorite 
Scentsy Fragrance products. 
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The Scentsy Story
It started with a fragrance … Banana Nut Bread, to be precise, melted in a 
decorative ceramic warmer by the heat of a single light bulb. It filled the 
Thompson home with the scent of ripe bananas, nuts, and spices, together 
with the stories and laughter that come with reminiscing. 

Heidi and Orville Thompson knew they had something special; something that 
could bless the lives of others and bring value to the world — something worth 
an investment of their resources, their time, and their passion. What could they 
do but leap in wholeheartedly? 

Today, nine years later, passionate micro-entrepreneurs join the Thompsons 
in sharing the Scentsy experience and the Scentsy difference throughout the 
United States, Puerto Rico, Guam, Canada, Europe, Mexico, and Australia. 
What began as a simple idea — with a delicious fragrance — has become a 
rewarding opportunity for all who choose to embrace it.

The Scentsy Mission
To bring value to the world by providing an  

industry-leading, family-friendly business opportunity  
selling creative, artistic, high-quality products that   

Warm the Heart, Enliven the Senses, and Inspire the Soul.
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A Simple System 
Distinctive Scentsy Warmers melt specially formulated wax with the heat of a 
low-watt light bulb or heating element, enhancing your home with more than 80 
Scentsy fragrances safely, with no flame, smoke, or soot.

Plug it in.  
Turn it on.

1 Place one or more  
sections of a Scentsy  
Bar into the warmer dish. 

2 Enjoy!3

To change wax in your Scentsy Warmers, pour completely melted wax into its original packaging, then 
clean the dish with a paper towel. If the wax is still fragrant, store the used bar in a cool place until 
you’re ready to reuse it. 
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Glaze & Finish Options

Light Bulb Scentsy Warmers

These warmers use a low-watt 
light bulb to melt wax and provide 
patterns of light. 

 Plug-In Scentsy Warmers

Great for small rooms with 
limited counter space. All you 
need is an electrical outlet and 
a nose. 

Element Scentsy Warmers

Element Warmers use a heating 
element to slowly melt wax. You get 
all the benefits of Scentsy without 
the light. 

 Reactive-Glaze Finish

One-of-a-kind warmers created with a 
reactive-glaze process that gives each piece a 
handcrafted look. 

[G]  Glow

Crafted of porcelain that will glow from 
within when lit. 

  Crackle Finish

Created with a glaze that crackles when heat is 
applied in the kiln. Tiny cracks appear in the finish, 
giving the warmer a distinct, aged look.

Two Zingana Warmers showing possible color variation.

   Hand-Painted Finish 

Finished with hand-
painted accents, carefully 
and individually applied by  
craft workers.

 Hand Painted +  
Reactive Glaze

These warmers combine a  
reactive-glaze finish with  
hand-painted accents. 
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Lampshade Collection

Diamond Shades* [G]   
Brilliant diamond shapes adorn each stunning 
glass cylinder, casting spellbinding patterns in 

sky blue or quartz brown. 

Tulip Shades* [G]   
Sweetly old-fashioned,  
Tulip Shades create a  
romantic glow in amber  
gold or silvery cream. 
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Blue Diamond Shade [G] $40

Cream Tulip Shade [G] $40

Brown Diamond Shade [G] $40

Gold Tulip Shade [G] $40

Lampshade Collection
Cast a dramatic glow with the Lampshade 
Collection. Stunning and colorful hand-
blown glass vases rest on antiqued 
warmer bases, projecting lustrous 
patterns and warm rays. Every Lampshade 
Collection Warmer is exquisitely crafted to 
shine a whole new light on your personal 
fragrance experience. 

*Lampshades and bases not sold separately. 
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Butterfly [G] Loom [G] Birdcage [G] Castille [G]

silhouette 
collection

Add a new dimension to your space with the Silhouette Collection.  
Each wrap encircles a simple porcelain Etched Core Warmer. Switch it on  
and the light shines through, creating amazing textured patterns and looks. 
$40 each. Wrap only $12.* 

NEW  Crown [G]
Crown is the perfect 
topper, complete with  
an antique gold finish fit 
for royalty. 

NEW  Coil [G]
Strong bronze bonds 
spring upward in Coil.  

NEW  Curls [G] 
Swirling, oiled brass Curls 
link to create delicate 
whirlpools. 

 [G] = Glows when lit. 8



*One Silhouette Wrap included with purchase of warmer. Wraps designed to fit over Silhouette Collection Warmers only. 
Individual wraps available separately. Warmer may be purchased separately. Silhouette Collection Warmers cannot be 
added to Combine and Save packages. 

Etched Core Warmer
Start — or expand — your Silhouette 
Collection with the classically styled 
Etched Core Warmer. 
$40 (warmer + wrap)
$12 (individual wrap)
$30 (warmer only)

NEW  Coop [G]
A brick-red rooster struts along 
the weathered, chicken-wire 
pattern of Coop. 
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GalleryCO L L EC T I O N

 Cube Gunmetal   
with Sparkle Gallery Frame

Dazzle     $7

NEW Bling Gallery 
Collection Frames
Add a dose of bling 
and fun with Shine, 
Sparkle, and Dazzle 
Gallery Frames. 

Shine     $7

Sparkle     $7

Display your own work of art with the 

Gallery Collection. Customize your 

Gallery Warmer anytime — with the 

seasons, with your moods, or just on 

a whim — with removable, magnetic 

frames! Each Gallery Warmer has an 

illuminated pane to attach any of our 

Gallery Collection Frames and fill the 

room with beautiful shadows and light. 
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Classic Charcoal      $35Classic Cream      $35

Cube Moss   
with Shine Gallery Frame

Cube Ebony  
with Dazzle Gallery Frame

NEW Gallery Cube     $35
A modern twist on our Gallery Warmer, the Gallery Cube’s minimalist design 
and satiny finish keep the focus on your collection of Gallery Frames. 
Available in Ebony, Gunmetal, and Moss. See pages 12-13 for additional frames. 

Classic Gallery      $35
The Classic Gallery Warmer's 
elegant lines let your Gallery 
Frames take center stage. 
Available in Charcoal, Cream,  
and Brick. 

 = Reactive Glaze. Final finish may vary.
Classic Brick  

with Sparkle Gallery Frame 11

Gallery Collection 



Starry Night     $7Café Terrace     $7Blossoming Tree     $7

NEW Bead Snapshot  $7
Delicate silver beads  
and strong lines create  
a subtle yet sophisticated 
pattern in Bead Snapshot. 

NEW Paws  $7
A tribute to the passion 
you have for your pet, 
Paws features a loveable 
paw print in silver. 

NEW Van Gogh Gallery Collection Frames
An elegant twist on our traditional Gallery Frames, our collection of  
stained glass features beloved paintings by Vincent van Gogh: Starry Night,  
Café Terrace, and Blossoming Tree. 

NEW Twist Snapshot  $7
A length of brown coil 
creates Twist Snapshot’s 
elegant frame. 

Bike  $7
Feel the power of a 
sweet ride on the 
open road with Bike. 

Buck  $7
Buck is every hunter’s 
dream — the prize of 
the season.

Buckaroo  $7
Buckaroo’s rugged  
cowboy is at home on  
the open range.

Gallery Collection
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Wren  $7
A little bird leaps to life on a leafy 
bough in Wren. Available in Silver 
or Dark Brown.*  

Rays  $7
Warm and radiant, Rays captures the 
brilliant illumination of a sunny day. 
Available in Silver or Dark Brown.* 

Monarch  $7
Monarch’s stunning butterfly is poised 
to alight in the shadows on your wall. 
Available in Silver or Dark Brown.*

* Patent pending.  
Gallery Collection products  

not available in Combine  
and Save packages.

 $35 (warmer + frame)   $7 (frame only)

Expand your collection by purchasing additional 
Gallery Frames individually for $7 each. Change  
your frame anytime you’d like to change your view!

 $35 (warmer + frame)   $7 (frame only)

Snap your Gallery Frame onto the metal border  
of the Gallery Warmer. The magnets on the warmer 
will hold the frame in place. Change your frame 
anytime you’d like to change your view!

F R A M E S
Gallery Collection
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There’s nothing like supporting your school! Say it loud and proud 
with our Campus Gallery Collection and support programs at your 
favorite university or your alma mater. Each comes with your choice 
of Gallery Warmer and your choice of school frame for $40.  
(Frames not available separately.)

Campus
Collection

A portion of the proceeds from the sale of these 
officially licensed products goes to the university.14



University of Alabama

University of Michigan

Oklahoma State University

University of North Carolina

Texas A&M University

West Virginia University University of Nebraska University of Texas

Campus Gallery Collection products cannot be purchased using Host Rewards, Perpetual Party Rewards,  
or in Combine and Save packages. Campus Gallery Collection Warmers and Frames not available separately.

Kansas State University

Louisiana State University

Oklahoma State University

Texas A&M University

Texas Tech University

The Ohio State University

University of Alabama

University of Arkansas

University of Florida

University of Iowa

University of Kansas

University of Kentucky

University of Michigan

University of Missouri

University of Nebraska

University of North Carolina

University of Oklahoma

University of Oregon

University of Texas

West Virginia University

Find your favorite!
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* Service & Sacrifice Warmer cannot be purchased 
using Host Rewards, Perpetual Party Rewards,  
or in Combine and Save packages. 

Returning from military service is not the end. It’s merely the beginning of a new 
life of service. The Mission Continues awards community service fellowships to 
post-9/11 military veterans, helping them do what they do best — serve others. Each 
fellowship brings veterans and civilians together to strengthen their communities. 
Your purchase of Service & Sacrifice will help The Mission Continues support 
veterans on their new mission of service here at home. Scentsy will donate $8  
from the sale of each Service & Sacrifice to The Mission Continues. $35 each  

Charitable Cause Warmer: Service & Sacrifice
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Police Officer     $35

EMT   $35

Paramedic     $35

Nurse   $35

Firefighter   $35

Navy     $40Coast Guard     $40

Marines     $40

Air Force     $40 Army     $40 

Patriot Collection
Honor the everyday people who make up our extraordinary military with our new  

Patriot Collection*.  Each comes with your choice of Gallery Warmer and your choice of Patriot 
frame for $40. A portion of the proceeds from the sale of each Patriot Collection  

product benefits the military and its programs. (Frames not available separately.)

HERO  
Collection

Celebrate local heroes with new EMT, 
Firefighter, Police Officer, Paramedic,  
and Nurse Gallery Frames.  

Each comes with your choice of Gallery 
Warmer and your choice of Hero Frame  
for $35. (Frames not available separately.)

* Patriot Collection products cannot be purchased  
using Host Rewards, Perpetual Party Rewards,  
or in Combine and Save packages.
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NEW  Mossy Oak  
Break-Up® [G] 
Stealthily stylish, our  
first licensed camo  
warmer blends in with  
any man cave.  
Featuring Mossy Oak’s 
Break-Up® pattern of 
interwoven leaves,  
acorns, and branches. 

Premium Warmers
Scentsy’s Premium Warmers stand out with high-end materials 

and finishes, handcrafted ornaments, and distinctive shapes. 

Our new Mission Oak and Mossy Oak Break-Up® Warmers 
use a novel lamination process that transfers a pattern 
onto a warmer, creating a gorgeous 3D image.

* Mossy Oak Break-Up® Warmer 
cannot be purchased using 
Host Rewards, Perpetual Party 
Rewards, or in Combine and 
Save packages. 
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Angler       $35

NEW Mossy Oak Break-Up® [G]    $35

Yukon [G]     $35

NEW Mission Oak [G]   $35

NEW  Mission Oak [G]
Understated and earthy, 
Mission Oak's lamination 
process design is a 
photorealistic wood grain — 
trendy and organic. 

 [G] = Glows when lit.   = Reactive Glaze. Final finish may vary.
 = Hand Painted. Final finish may vary.    = Crackle Glaze. Final finish may vary.

                    = Hand Painted + Reactive Glaze. Final finish may vary. 

Premium Scentsy Warmers
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Whoot [G]     $35

Bride       $35

Amala      $35

Nature’s Haven     $35 Barista        $35Riga       $35

Mandala      $35

Crinkle [G]     $35

Devoted      $35

Roselyn      $35Ashbury      $35

Fizz [G]     $35

 [G] = Glows when lit.   = Reactive Glaze. Final finish may vary.   = Hand Painted. Final finish may vary.
  = Hand Painted + Reactive Glaze. Final finish may vary.    = Crackle Glaze. Final finish may vary.

Premium Scentsy Warmers
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Shale (natural slate)     $35

Palette      $35NEW Urban Earth     $35

Heartfelt       $35 Regal       $35

Big Apple     $35

NEW  Urban Earth  
Ruggedly textured, like  
a hunk of ancient timber, 
Urban Earth’s matte 
pewter finish and ridges 
beautifully mix the natural 
with the urban.
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Kaleidoscope [G]      $35A-maze-ing [G]      $35 Whirlygig [G]      $35

NEW Chevron Orange [G]      $35NEW Chevron Black [G]      $35 NEW Chevron Blue [G]      $35

NEW  Chevron Blue [G]
Current yet classic, Chevron 
Warmers feature crisp white  
zigzags cutting across a bright 
background of cheerful orange, 
dusky blue, or graphic black.  

Premium Scentsy Warmers
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Birdhouse       $35 NEW Blast Off     $35Lighthouse        $35

God Bless       $35

Green Thumb      $35 Meadow [G]     $35

Homestead     $35

Cupcake     $35

Pink-a-Boo*     $35 Peek-a-Blue*     $35Tiara     $35

DoodleBud     $35

 [G] = Glows when lit.   = Reactive Glaze. Final finish may vary.   = Hand Painted. Final finish may vary.
  = Hand Painted + Reactive Glaze. Final finish may vary.    = Crackle Glaze. Final finish may vary.

*Ceramic tag can be personalized with included pen.

Premium Scentsy Warmers
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NEW Ria     $35

Jane      $35

Zingana      $35 Corten       $35

NEW Tartan     $35

Wrangler     $35 Baby Grand [G]     $35Slapshot       $35

Turret       $35

 [G] = Glows when lit.   = Reactive Glaze. Final finish may vary.   = Hand Painted. Final finish may vary.
  = Hand Painted + Reactive Glaze. Final finish may vary.    = Crackle Glaze. Final finish may vary.

Premium Scentsy Warmers
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Stand-RoundStand-Square Web

FlowerElevate your Scentsy Warmer with our Warmer 
Stands. Choose from four designs and two 
finishes. $10 each. 
 
Stand-Square Stand-Round
5” x 5” x 3/4” 5” x 3/4”
Powder-coated metal with an oil-rubbed bronze finish.

Web Flower
5” x 5”x 7/8” 5” x 5/8”
Metal with an antique silver finish. 

NEW  Ria 
Ria features a clay-colored 
base dipped in a crystalline 
gold glaze that seeps into 
the distinctive carved 
channels for a stunning and 
one-of-a-kind look. 

Premium Scentsy Warmers
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Tilia [G]     $30NEW Paris [G]     $30NEW Finch [G]     $30

 [G] = Glows when lit.

Deluxe Scentsy Warmers
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Deluxe Warmers
Express yourself with bold colors, rare textures, 

and trendy patterns. With our Deluxe Warmers, 

there is something for every space and style. 

NEW  Finch 
A happy little bird perched  
in an ornate cage stands  
ready to greet you. 

[G]

Deluxe Scentsy Warmers
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NEW Giraffe      $30 NEW Leopard      $30 Zebra      $30

NEW  Leopard 
Exotic leopard spots 
prowl across a crackled 
tan background.    

 [G] = Glows when lit.   = Reactive Glaze. Final finish may vary.   = Hand Painted. Final finish may vary.
  = Hand Painted + Reactive Glaze. Final finish may vary.    = Crackle Glaze. Final finish may vary.
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NEW  Giraffe  
Rich brown giraffe spots and 
contrasting white accents create 
an exotically organic patchwork.    
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Roma      $30

Rooster    $30

Rustic Star      $30

Lisbon      $30

Angora      $30

Boho Chic      $30Charity     $30

Classic Satin Black     $30

Grapevine      $30
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Deluxe Scentsy Warmers



Berry Blast     $30 Fruit Punch     $30  Lemonade     $30

Tunis      $30Graphite     $30

Contenta        $30Hatteras      $30 Etched Core  [G]      $30

Quirky, funky, cute, traditional,  
and quintessentially Scentsy! Thanks to you,  

these are our best-selling warmers of all time.

 [G] = Glows when lit.   = Reactive Glaze. Final finish may vary.   = Hand Painted. Final finish may vary.
  = Hand Painted + Reactive Glaze. Final finish may vary.    = Crackle Glaze. Final finish may vary.

Deluxe Scentsy Warmers
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Want all of the benefits of Scentsy in a more discreet package? Our new 

Element Warmers use a heating element to safely warm fragrant wax  

without illumination. Just right for offices, dorms, and bedrooms. $25 each.

NEW Pendleton    
Reminiscent of the amazing 

horizons of the West, Pendleton 
has an earthen base capped 

with a shiny maroon glaze.  

element
Warmers
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Element Scentsy Warmers

NEW Black Zebra   
A dramatic take on traditional 

zebra, this all-black warmer 
showcases contrasting shiny 

and matte stripes.

NEW Sandstone      
Based on a classic Scentsy  
pattern, Sandstone features a 
graceful, windswept design  
against a weathered background.  

NEW Carrey   
Whimsical debossed paisley 
prints swirl over Carrey’s 
cornflower backdrop, topped 
with a scalloped warmer dish. 
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Crinkle [G]     $20

NEW Bronze Age      $20

Flower Girl        $20

Jane      $20

NEW Believe      $20

Rustic Star [G]     $20

Sand Dollar [G]     $20

Charity     $20

Plug-In Warmers
The ideal size for the bathroom, 
hallway, or anywhere you need a dose 
of amazing fragrance. 

NEW  Bronze Age  
The subtle metallic finish of 
Bronze Age suggests history and 
time while ribbons of smoky 
clouds dance across its surface.  

 [G] = Glows when lit.   = Reactive Glaze. Final finish may vary.   = Hand Painted. Final finish may vary.
  = Hand Painted + Reactive Glaze. Final finish may vary.    = Crackle Glaze. Final finish may vary.
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Tea Rose [G]     $20NEW Whoot [G]     $20 Seashells [G]     $20 Fizz [G]     $20

NEW  Believe
A simple statement of 
hope decorates this white 
earthenware warmer with 
weathered edges.  

Plug-In Scentsy Warmers
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Taro [G]     $20

Zebra [G]   $20

Silvervine     $20

NEW Venetia      $20

Strata      $20

Leopard      $20 Rus      $20 Ashbury      $20

Damsel [G]     $20Daisies [G]     $20 NEW Key Largo     $20 NEW Key West [G]     $20

Gumdrop [G]     $20 Honey Bunch [G]     $20 Sweetie Pie [G]     $20

Boho Chic      $20

 [G] = Glows when lit.   = Reactive Glaze. Final finish may vary.   = Hand Painted. Final finish may vary.
  = Hand Painted + Reactive Glaze. Final finish may vary.    = Crackle Glaze. Final finish may vary.

Plug-In Scentsy Warmers
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NEW  Daisies
Sunny daisies glow from  
within on a background  
of summery goldenrod. 
Shown on page 32. 

NEW  Key Largo               
Taking its cue from the warm 
waters off the Florida coast,  
Key Largo has undulating waves 
set in a sea of crystal blue. 

NEW  Venetia  
Bold, Italian red provides 
a rich backdrop for 
hand-painted gold 
stripes, contrasting with 
Venetia’s ebony dish. 
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Every Scentsy Buddy comes with a zippered pouch to hold your favorite Scent Pak  
fragrance. For children ages 3 years and up. (Includes one Scent Pak, see page 53.)

Our new Scentsy Buddy Forest Collection is full of friends just waiting to come 
out and play! There’s nothing these Buddies love more than soaring through tree 
branches and darting across the woodland floor — except for cuddling! These 
limited-edition Buddies won’t be around forever, so grab a snuggly friend while you 
can. Go to ScentsyBuddy.com to meet all of the Buddies!

Oakley
THE OWL

$25

Bramble
THE BEAR

$25

Bl rch
THE BEAVER

$25

Rowan
THE RACCOON

$25

Fern
THE FOX

$25

T w l ggy
THE TuRTLE

$25
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Join us on a Scentsy safari adventure! This is your last chance to make a new fuzzy 
friend inspired by the exotic wildlife of Africa. 

Chl ka
THE CHEETAH

$25

Zuku
THE zEBRA

$25

Hav l
THE HEDGEHOG

$25

Ha l l a
THE HIPPO

$25

Jamu
THE GIRAFFE

$25

Gambl
THE GORILLA

$25
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GifT
BundleS

_

Honeymoon  

Gift Bundle

Cupcake Scentsy Warmer,
Happy Birthday, Simply Lime, and  

Simply Vanilla Scentsy Bars

Barista Scentsy Warmer,  
Perk Me Up, Mochadoodle, and  

Sticky Cinnamon Bun Scentsy Bars

Urban Earth Scentsy Warmer,
Ocean, Vanilla Suede, and  
Just Breathe Scentsy Bars

Pink-a-Boo or Peek-a-Blue Scentsy Warmer,
Newborn Nursery, French Lavender, and  

Sweet Pea & Vanilla Scentsy Bars

Each gift bundle comes with a printed gift box, coordinated ribbon,  
and a gift label customized for each theme.

Bride Scentsy Warmer,
Honeymoon Hideaway, Love Story, and  

Satin Sheets Scentsy Bars

Classic Cream Gallery Collection Warmer  
with Twist Snapshot Gallery Frame,
Sugar Cookie, Welcome Home, and  

Clean Breeze Scentsy Bars

Memories Gift Bundle  $50 Bundle of Joy Gift Bundle  $50

Nature Gift Bundle  $50Honeymoon Gift Bundle  $50

Morning Brew Gift Bundle  $50 Birthday Gift Bundle  $50
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Combine and Save

Perfect Plug-Ins* 
6 Scentsy Bars of your choice, plus: 
2 Plug-In Scentsy Warmers 
$60  ($10 savings)

Scent Sampler 
1 Scent Circle, 1 Travel Tin,  
1 Room Spray, 1 Scent Pak  
$20  ($3 savings)

Perfect Scentsy — Element* 
6 Scentsy Bars of your choice, plus: 
2 Element Scentsy Warmers 
$68  ($12 Savings)

Scentsy  
Companion System* 
3 Scentsy Bars of your choice, plus:

Premium — 1 Scentsy Premium Warmer 
and 1 Plug-In Scentsy Warmer 
$60  ($10 Savings) 

Deluxe — 1 Scentsy Deluxe Warmer 
and 1 Plug-In Scentsy Warmer 
$55  ($10 Savings)

Perfect Scentsy* 
6 Scentsy Bars of your choice, plus:

Premium — 2 Scentsy Premium Warmers 
$85  ($15 Savings)

Deluxe — 2 Scentsy Deluxe Warmers 
$75  ($15 Savings)

Combined — 1 Scentsy Premium Warmer 
and 1 Scentsy Deluxe Warmer 
$80  ($15 Savings)

Scentsy Bar 3-Pack 
3 Scentsy Bars 
$14  ($1 savings)

Scentsy Bar 6-Pack 
Buy 5 Scentsy Bars, get 1 FREE 
$25  ($5 savings)

Scent Circle 6-Pack 
Buy 5 Scent Circles, get 1 FREE 
$15  ($3 savings)

Scent Pak 3-Pack 
3 Scent Paks 
$20  ($1 savings)

Room Spray 6-Pack
Buy 5 Room Sprays, get 1 FREE
$40  ($8 savings)

Travel Tin 6-Pack 
Buy 5 Travel Tins, get 1 FREE 
$25  ($5 savings)

41

Replacement Light Bulbs $1 each 
15-watt, 20-watt, and 25-watt lights bulbs

* Cannot be purchased using Half-Price Host Rewards. NOTE: Licensed 
products (Campus Gallery Collection Warmers, Charitable Cause 
products, Patriot Gallery Collection Warmers, and Mossy Oak Break-Up®) 
cannot be purchased using Host Rewards, Perpetual Party Rewards, 
or in Combine and Save. Silhouette Collection and Gallery Collection 
Warmers are not available in Combine and Save. 



Each fragrance in Scentsy’s Favorites Collection is a rock star: intriguing,  
beloved, and consistently at the top of the charts. Reconnect with your greatest  

hits or discover a new love among these 20 scents. 

SCENTSY BAR: Our classic wickless candle. Add a cube or two to your  
Scentsy Warmer. Available in all fragrances. $5 each

Want to know what 
    is? See page 47
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Fragrances

clean breeze

coconut lemongrass

luna

skinny dippin’

sugar cookie sunkissed citrus

  welcome home

black raspberry vanilla

satin sheets

oceanmy dear watson

perfectly pomegranate

honeymoon hideaway jet, set, go!

white tea & cactus

sweet pea & vanilla

french lavender

beach  

happy birthday

newborn nursery

White florals with a touch of spring; 
this is the scent of fresh,  

clean laundry. 
bar � r-spray � circle � pak � tin

Creamy, tropical coconut and  
sunny, bright lemongrass. 
bar � r-spray � circle � pak

White florals — jasmine, sweet pea, 
and freesia — juicy berries, and

sandalwood shimmer like moonlight. 
 bar � r-spray � circle � pak � tin

Fresh green apples perfectly  
harmonized with refreshing  

melons and juicy pears. 
bar � r-spray � circle � pak � tin

Delicious, sun-sweetened dark  
berries warmed with vanilla.  

bar � r-spray � circle � pak � tin

Sensual and earthy sandalwood,  
perfectly paired with rich, warm vanilla.  

bar � r-spray � circle � pak � tin

Cool and refreshing aquatic notes 
deepened with water lilies and  

ocean breezes. 
 bar � r-spray � circle � pak � tin

Refreshing bergamot contrasted 
with mint, cedar, and suede. 

Sophisticated and smart. 
 bar � r-spray � circle � tin

Dark and juicy pomegranate with a 
sweet berry finish; this is a classic.  

bar � r-spray � circle � pak � tin

Escape to a secluded retreat of 
dew-kissed lily and tart-sweet kiwi, 

shaded by lush coconut palm.
  bar � r-spray � circle

Jet off to a balmy tropical  
paradise of Brazilian orange, 

jungle papaya, and island vanilla.  
bar � r-spray � circle

Pure, herbal fragrance of wild  
lavender from the hills of France. 

bar � r-spray � circle � pak

Papaya and honeydew sweetened 
with a hint of coconut.  

bar � r-spray � circle � pak � tin

A “candy-licious” confection of 
sparkling sugar, fluffy whipped 

cream, and vanilla extract.
bar � r-spray � circle � pak

Fresh, clean, and powdery, this 
dreamy scent evokes memories

of cradling your little ones. 
 bar � r-spray � circle � pak � tin

Warm, sweet blend of butter, 
sugar, and creamy vanilla.  
bar � r-spray � circle � tin

Lively blend of oranges, lemons, 
limes, and grapefruit. 

 bar � r-spray � circle � pak � tin

Warm and welcoming with  
cinnamon and spices. 

 bar � r-spray � circle � pak

A clean, crisp, and refreshing  
floral mix with green notes. 

 bar � r-spray � circle � pak � tin

Ambiance of raspberries and  
sweet pea petals with vanilla.

bar � r-spray � circle � pak � tin

bar=scentsy bar
r-spray=room spray
circle=scent circle

pak=scent pak
tin=travel tin
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Settle into the season as summer’s heat and golden glow give way to 
brisk breezes and rosy cheeks. Our Fall & Winter fragrances offer the 
best of this cozy time of year: spicy cinnamon, crunchy apples, warm 
ginger, sweet sugar. Each fragrance will awaken memories of seasons 

past and enhance your home as you create new ones. 
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Fragrances

iced pine  

NEW

mandarin moon orange you glad

dulce de leche frosted ginger cookiecozy fireside  

cinnamon vanilla clove & cinnamoncinnamon bear

goody goody gumdrop huckleberry sagehoney pear cider

central park pralinesbuckleberryautumn sunset

NEW

A decadent confection of rich 
roasted pecans, buttery caramel, 

and cinnamon sugar. 
bar � r-spray � circle

A bite of summer’s bounty: bursting 
fresh berries atop a buttery blanket 

of crumbly coffecake. 
bar � r-spray � circle

Apples, pumpkins, fall leaves, and 
spices — a top 10 fragrance.  

bar � r-spray � circle | pak | tin

Inviting blend of vanilla beans,
cinnamon, coconut, and cassia. 

bar � r-spray � circle

Classic scent of cinnamon sticks 
fused with cloves.  

bar � r-spray � circle � pak

Crisp, spicy cinnamon,
reminiscent of Red Hots 

candy with a touch of cloves. 
bar � r-spray � circle � pak

A silky-sweet golden custard
of sugary caramel, rich cream,

and just a touch of warm vanilla.  
bar � r-spray � circle � pak

Chewy brown sugar cookie
spiked with warming ginger

and fragrant vanilla. 
bar � r-spray � circle

Warm spice notes with zesty ginger 
and cinnamon.  

bar � r-spray � circle � pak

Dip into a bag of spicy,
rainbow-colored gumdrops with

a crunchy sugar coating.  
bar � r-spray � circle

Like finding an unexpected winter 
berry patch — tart ruby cranberries 

and sweet, purple huckleberries 
dusted with silver sage. 

bar � r-spray � circle � pak

The scent of pure autumn bliss — 
fresh, juicy pear and sweet honey 

together with subtle hints of spices. 
bar � r-spray � circle � pak � tin

As refreshing as a walk through 
newly fallen snow: green fir and  
pine, kissed by icy peppermint.
bar � r-spray � circle � pak � tin

Spirited cinnamon and glowing 
ginger illuminated by sweet

orange and star anise. 
bar � r-spray � circle � pak

The perfect pop of sunny citrus! Tart 
mandarin and sweet persimmon 

with a punch of fall spices. 
bar � r-spray � circle

bar=scentsy bar
r-spray=room spray
circle=scent circle

pak=scent pak
tin=travel tin
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peppermint dreams

pumpkin roll

whiteout

eskimo kiss

silver bells

pumpkin marshmallow

snowberry

christmas cottage

very merry cranberry

NEW

winter pine

Fragrances

Chestnuts roasting on an open fire, wintry candy  
canes, pine needles dusted with snow — all of the 

fragrances that tell you the holidays are near are now  
in the Scentsy Fall/Winter 2013 Catalog!

A warm rush of chocolate cupcake 
cooled by a blast of fresh mint. 

bar � r-spray � circle � pak

Creamy pumpkin pie filling
surrounded with yellow cake,

pecans, butter, and spice. 
 bar � r-spray � circle � pak

Exhilarating blast of cool
peppermint and sweet, golden 
apple, over frosty winter pine.  

bar � r-spray � circle � tin

Blackberry jam, caramelized brown 
sugar, vanilla, and amber in a softly 

romantic scent.
bar � r-spray � circle � pak � tin

Mint candy canes dance over warm 
and welcoming winter pear, all

enveloped in a velvety blanket of 
caramel and vanilla sugar.
  bar � r-spray � circle � pak

Sticky, sweet marshmallow spooned 
onto fresh-baked pumpkin and 

wrapped in a graham cracker crust.
      bar � r-spray � circle � pak

A luscious blend of loganberry, 
strawberry, peppermint,  

and zesty cinnamon.  
 bar � r-spray � circle � pak � tin

A cozy, inviting blend of Valencia 
oranges, raspberries, cloves,

and spices. 
bar � r-spray � circle � pak

Lush, red winter berries pop against 
a backdrop of snow-covered cedar, 
creating a lovely winter landscape. 

 bar � r-spray � circle

Frolic in a forest of evergreens as fir 
needles fall among aromatic white 

cedar and musk, with a wintry
whisper of citrus. 

bar � r-spray � circle � pak � tin
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simply lime simply patchouli

NEW

simply apricot

NEW

simply basil

NEW

simply cinnamon simply lemon

NEW

bar � r-spray � circle

simply rose simply spice

simply strawberry simply vanilla

NEW

Fragrances

Each Simply Scentsy fragrance is the very essence of an ingredient — the 
refreshing zest of lemon, the earthy heart of patchouli, the tart and sweet 

bite of apricot. Enjoy these scents on their own or combine them with one 
of your favorite Scentsy Bars for a personalized fragrance experience. 

   bar � r-spray � circle  bar � r-spray � circle

 bar � r-spray � circle  bar � r-spray � circle

bar � r-spray � circle bar � r-spray � circle

bar � r-spray � circle

 bar � r-spray � circle  bar � r-spray � circle � pak

bar=scentsy bar
r-spray=room spray
circle=scent circle

pak=scent pak
tin=travel tin

Look for the  in the fragrance pages for scents that are  
perfect for mixing with Violet Leaf, our ScenTrend 2013.  

Violet Leaf is a simple but amazing scent that captures the very 
essence of green — dewy, fresh, organic, and just a little floral.

Bora Bora Blossom

Get lost in a balmy combination 
of succulent island fruits and lush 

orchid, balanced with a kiss of fresh, 
green violet leaf.

  bar � r-spray � circle
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baked apple pie

blueberry cheesecake

french toast

mochadoodle

sticky cinnamon bun

cherry vanilla

apple press

caramel pear crisp

perfect oatmeal

NEW

perk me up

Fragrances

Flaky crust, apples, and spices  
combined in a strong scent.

bar � r-spray � circle � pak � tin 

Thick, rich NY cheesecake with a  
light graham cracker crust and  

delicious blueberries.
bar � r-spray � circle � pak 

A perfect, light slice of bread dunked 
in golden egg batter, dusted with 

powdered sugar, and finished with  
a swirl of sweet maple syrup.

bar � r-spray � circle

Delicious roasted coffee beans
and cocoa, balanced with sugar, 

caramel, and heavy cream.
bar � r-spray � circle � pak

Cinnamon and sweet icing with 
warm, nutty nuances.
bar � r-spray � circle

A delightful swirl of candied cherry 
and sugared almonds folded into 
velvety white chocolate ice cream.

bar � r-spray � circle 

The smell of crisp fall days: crunchy 
apples, juicy pears, and just a hint of 

the last full roses of the summer.
  bar � r-spray � circle � pak

Perfectly ripe pear and juicy
nectarine blanketed in a brown
sugar crust and topped with a

dollop of warm caramel cream.
bar � r-spray � circle � pak � tin 

A glorious way to wake up: brown sugar 
oatmeal topped with toasted almonds 

and dotted with juicy, dark currants. 
bar � r-spray � circle

Simply the most perfect cup of 
coffee you’ll ever experience. A 

strong brew of Guatemalan coffee 
beans and just a touch of hazelnut.

bar � r-spray � circle

Everything is better when you buy it at your corner café — 
somehow the coffee is smoother, the cinnamon rolls gooier, 
the pie crust flakier. Enjoy a host of delectable delicacies with 
our Corner Café Collection.
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enchanted mist

garden of love

love story

lucky in love quiver

simply irresistible

a wink & a smile

happy go lucky

sheer innocence

Fragrances

heartbreaker

NEW

bar=scentsy bar
r-spray=room spray
circle=scent circle

pak=scent pak
tin=travel tin

Romantic blend of juicy apples, 
enhanced and sweetened by rose 

petals and rich jasmine.
bar � r-spray � circle � tin 

A secret garden of night-blooming 
magnolia and earthy musk interwoven 

with mossy green grass.
bar � r-spray � circle 

Innocent pink jasmine and sensual 
amber embraced by luscious

dark chocolate.
bar � r-spray � circle � pak � tin

Sweet bouquet of mandarin,
bergamot, and orange with

hints of peaches and berries.
bar � r-spray � circle � pak � tin

Innocent vanilla flower, warm
sandalwood, and sultry tuberose

in a seductive scent, meant to
cause a shiver of delight.
  bar � r-spray � circle � pak

Lavender with a strong, woody
background of amber,

moss, and musk.
bar � r-spray � circle � pak � tin

The flirty, girly, fresh scent of tulips 
and daffodils in full bloom, rounded 

out with plummy lemonade.
bar � r-spray � circle 

Luscious red berries, silky orchid, 
and Japanese plum floating on a 

cloud of amber vanilla.
bar � r-spray � circle 

Sweet and youthful: lush orchid, 
green freesia, and wild violet infused 

with a trace of spicy ginger.
bar � r-spray � circle � pak

What are you looking for: Sweet or sultry? Innocent or 
daring? No matter what sends thrills up your spine, you’ll 
find the perfect fragrance to suit your mood in Scentsy’s 
Romance Collection.

Rich woods, green juniper, and
a touch of tobacco conjure up a

passion for romantic adventures.  
bar � r-spray � circle
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When you can’t get to your favorite space or today’s yoga class, find a 
moment to relax and unwind as you experience Scentsy’s Spa fragrances. 
Clean, sunny, or earthy notes mingle with soothing musks or sheer florals 

to create the ultimate relaxation experience. 

Rugged and clad in flannel. Tall and decked in a sharp suit. 
Easygoing in jeans and a T-shirt. Whoever your perfect guy is — 
or whoever you want him to be — you’ll find the fragrance that 

captures him in Scentsy Man. 

camu camu havana cabana 

rio beachparadise punch

kahiko hula

Tropical oasis of lush mandarin, 
camu camu, and passion fruit. 
bar � r-spray � circle � pak � tin

Luscious medley of pineapples, 
oranges, bananas, and berries.  

   bar � r-spray � circle � pak � tin

The scent of sun, surf, sand, and 
samba — coconut milk, tropical 

fruit, and tonka bean.
  bar � r-spray � circle � pak � tin

A medley of wild Indian orange  
and sunny lemon juice, açaí  

berries, and starfruit.  
     bar � r-spray � circle � pak

Say “aloha” with exotic passion fruit, 
mango, and papaya. 

bar � r-spray � circle � pak
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mellow moment

serene green

just breatheawakening

transcendence

51

business casual

zephyr

route 66ace 

vanilla suede

NEW

bar=scentsy bar
r-spray=room spray
circle=scent circle

pak=scent pak
tin=travel tin

Fragrances

Enjoy a soothing sip: delicate 
chamomile tea leaves sweetened with 
a touch of apple and orange blossom.  

   bar � r-spray � circle

Deep green lime leaves, crisp
verbena, and tart citrus zest in a 

bright, happy fragrance. 
  bar � r-spray � circle

Breathe deeply as soothing 
eucalyptus, zesty lemon,  

and a medley of mints comfort  
and rejuvenate. 

 bar � r-spray � circle � pak � tin

Invigorate your senses with an  
unexpected harmony of white peach  

and vanilla, pineapple, and amber. 
bar � r-spray � circle

Take a deep, cleansing breath  
of soothing peppermint,  

crisp apple, deep green cypress,  
and brisk eucalyptus.
 bar � r-spray � circle

A fusion of exotic cardamom, 
intriguing caraway, lively pepper, and 
fragrant woods with a powdery wisp 

of orange blossom. 
bar � r-spray � circle

Woody French lavender, buttery 
suede, and rich woods in a strong  

and sensuous fragrance.
bar � r-spray � circle

A windswept drive in a  
convertible — an exhilarating  

breeze of citrus, herbs, and musk.
  bar � r-spray � circle � tin

Definitely unexpected: tangerine and 
lavender enrobed in dark chocolate 

and sweet, musky amber.
 bar � r-spray � circle

Classic vanilla with rich amber and 
hints of sandalwood and spice — 

a subtly masculine fragrance.
bar � r-spray � circle � pak � tin

A hammock swinging between towering palm trees. Water 
blue as sapphires. Warm, soft sand. The perfect vacation 

may be only a dream at the moment, but you can get a 
few steps closer with Scentsy’s Tropical Collection.
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SCENTSY FRAGRANCE 
ON THE GO
We know you’re always on the move — that’s why we make 
it easy to take Scentsy along! Whether you want to freshen 
your car, purse, hotel room, gym bag, or locker, you’ll find a 
convenient Fragrance On the Go product to travel with you.

See pages 42-51 for product availability and fragrance descriptions for Fragrance On the Go products. 
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Scentsy Room Spray
One spray fills a room with  
your favorite Scentsy fragrance.  
Available in all fragrances,  
including Odor Out.

$8 each

Travel Tin
Simply open a Travel Tin to  
release fragrance. The more 
you open it, the more scent you 
release. Available in 34 fragrances.

$5 each

Scent Circle
Our logo never smelled so good! Packed with 
fragrance, each Scent Circle will give you Scentsy 
wherever you go. Available in all fragrances.

$3 each

Scent Pak
Bring your Scentsy Buddy to 
life! Simply insert a Scent Pak 
into the pocket in the animal. 
Also perfect for use in drawers, 
closets, gym bags, or anywhere 
you would like a touch of 
Scentsy fragrance. Available in  
51 fragrances. 

$7 each
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PURSE & POCKET
Every bag needs a stash of handy essentials. Be stocked and ready 
with Scentsy! Each packable product is full of fantastic fragrance. 
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HAND CREAM • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
HAND SANITIzER • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
SOLID PERFuME • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
SPF 15 LIP BALM • •

For fragrance descriptions, see pages 42-51. Green squares indicate new products. 
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Hand Cream
Follow up each hand washing with our soothing, highly fragrant Hand Cream. 
Packed with shea butter and aloe vera, it moisturizes dry, cracked hands with  
a touch of softness and Scentsy fragrance every time you use it.  

3 oz. $6 each

Solid Perfume
Rediscover our most beautiful scents in fine-fragrance perfumes. Each  
luxurious Scentsy Solid Perfume adds the finishing touch to your Scentsy  
experience on-the-go.   

0.5 oz. $18 each

Hand Sanitizer
Our moisturizing Hand Sanitizer kills germs without drying hands.  
Its convenient size fits in pen holders, pockets, backpacks, or glove  
boxes, so it’s easy to keep on hand when you need it.  

$9 each (Pack of 3)

SPF 15 Lip Balm
Keep your lips moisturized and prevent sunburn while enjoying  
the taste of the tropics.     

0.5 oz. $7 each
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SPF Lotion
This product pulls double duty — shielding you from the sun’s harmful 
rays while letting you luxuriate in some of our best-selling Tropical scents. 
Available in SPF 15 and SPF 50 for broad-spectrum protection.  

6 oz. $12 each

IN THE SUN
Whether you’re speeding  
down the slopes at the 
resort or just sledding 
down the hill at the park, 
our suncare products will 
keep you protected.  

ha
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SPF 15 LOTION • •
SPF 50 LOTION • •

For fragrance descriptions,  
see pages 42-51.

Layers
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BATH & BODY
Indulge yourself and treat your family with 
Scentsy Bath & Body products. Every one  
is packed with fantastic Scentsy fragrance.  

Layers
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Body Butter
Are hard-working hands and too much elbow grease leaving you in the 
rough? Our super-rich, fragrant, moisturizing Body Butter is the perfect 
solution for extra-dry elbows and knees. Aloe vera and soothing shea 
butter provide instant relief.  

6 oz. $12 each

Body Lotion
Aloe vera and shea combine with other premium ingredients for a fragrant,  
silky-smooth, all-over moisturizing experience for moderately dry skin.  

8 oz. $10 each

Bath Tablets
Run down? Stressed? Our Bath Tablets make it easy to  
recharge, refocus, and restore. Just drop a highly fragrant  
and moisturizing tab into your bath and let it lightly fizz to 
release its fragrance as you soak.     

4.4 oz. $10 each (Pack of 5)

Body Spray
Wrap yourself in a veil of our highly fragrant 
Body Spray. A light mist adds a perfect touch 
of all-over, long-lasting fragrance to your day. 
Consider it your gift to carpools, full elevators, 
and public transportation.  

4.4 fl. oz. $8 each

Hand Soap
Our fragrant Hand Soap smells so good, 
your family will want to wash their hands! 
Our Hand Soap suds up with scrumptious 
Scentsy fragrance.  

8 fl. oz. $6 each

Shower Gel
This fragrant, lightly foaming  
gel refreshes and cleanses 
without stripping skin of natural 
moisture. This gentle cleansing 
gel comforts with amazing 
Scentsy fragrance.   

8 oz. $9 each

Shower Cream
Turn your daily shower into a pampering experience.  
Moisturizers enrich this luscious (and lusciously scented) 
cream to smooth your skin.  

8 oz. $12 each
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BATH TABLETS • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
BODY BuTTER • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
BODY LOTION • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
BODY SPRAY • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
HAND SOAP • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
SHOWER CREAM • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
SHOWER GEL • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

For fragrance descriptions, see pages 42-51. Green squares indicate new products. 
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Washer Whiffs
It’s pure indulgence: fragrance for your clothes! Add a cap of Washer Whiffs  
and enhance everything from your towels to your Sunday best with Scentsy fragrance. 

16 oz. $12 each

Washer Whiffs Tub
Hooked on Washer Whiffs? Now there’s even  
more to love! The Washer Whiffs Tub has 48  
ounces of your favorite fragrance, ready to tackle all 
your laundry — no matter how full your hamper is. 

48 oz. $30 each

Dryer Disk
Imagine pulling your laundry out of the dryer, warm and scented with 
Scentsy! Simply add a Dryer Disk to your dryer and infuse your clothes 
with scent for up to 15 loads. 

 $7 each (Pack of 2)
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Laundry Liquid
Finally, a high efficiency laundry detergent that lives 
up to its name. Ultra concentrated Layers Laundry 
Liquid delivers the perfect amount of amazing 
Scentsy fragrance and packs as much punch in a 
few easy pumps as a capful of traditional detergent. 
Our cutting-edge formula  transforms the way 
cleaning agents bond with dirt and stains, lifting and 
washing them away and leaving every load of laundry 
remarkably fresh and clean.  

 ·  Exclusive, environmentally friendly  
phosphate-free formula

 · Contains powerful stain lifters and brighteners

 ·  Ultra concentrated  for maximum results  
and less waste

·   Designed to work alone or with Washer Whiffs  
and Dryer Disks for a blissfully scented laundry  
care experience

·  Available in eight fabulous Scentsy fragrances or 
fragrance free

20 oz. (50 medium loads) $16 each
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DRYER DISK • • • • • • • •
WASHER WHIFFS • • • • • • • •
LAuNDRY LIQuID • • • • • • • • •

LAUNDRY 
CARE

For fragrance descriptions, see pages 42-51.  
Green squares indicate new products. 
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Shower Gel Pack 
3 Shower Gels 
$26 ($1 savings)

Buy 5 Shower Creams, get 1 FREE 
$45 ($9 savings)

Body Butter Pack 
3 Body Butters 
$35 ($1 savings)

Buy 5 Body Butters, get 1 FREE 
$60 ($12 savings)

Bath Tablets Pack 
3 Bath Tablets (15 tablets total) 
$29 ($1 savings)

Body Lotion Pack 
3 Body Lotions 
$29 ($1 savings)

Buy 5 Body Lotions, get 1 FREE 
$50 ($10 savings)

Hand Soap Pack 
3 Hand Soaps 
$17 ($1 savings)

Buy 5 Hand Soaps, get 1 FREE 
$30 ($6 savings)

Shower Cream Pack 
3 Shower Creams 
$35 ($1 savings)

Buy 5 Shower Creams, get 1 FREE 
$60 ($12 savings)

Body Spray Pack 
3 Body Sprays 
$23 ($1 savings)

Buy 5 Body Sprays, get 1 FREE 
$40 ($8 savings)

Buy 5 Bath Tablets, get 1 FREE 
(30 tablets total) 
$50 ($10 savings)

Layers by Scentsy Combine and Save

Dryer Disk 
3 Dryer Disks (6 disks total) 
$20 ($1 savings)

Washer Whiffs 
3 Washer Whiffs 
$35 ($1 savings)

Laundry Liquid 
3 Laundry Liquids (150 loads) 
$47 ($1 savings)

Washer Whiffs Tub  
3 Washer Whiffs Tubs (150 loads) 
$89 ($1 savings)

Combine and Save
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50 loads
for $50!

Hand Cream Pack 
3 Hand Creams 
$17 ($1 savings)

Buy 5 Hand Creams, get 1 FREE 
$30 ($6 savings)

Solid Perfume Pack 
3 Solid Perfumes 
$53 ($1 savings)

Buy 5 Solid Perfumes, get 1 FREE 
$90 ($18 savings)

Bath Bundle 
1 Body Butter, 1 Body Spray,  

1 Bath Tablets, 1 Shower Cream, 
$38 ($4 savings)

Hand Sanitizer  
3 Hand Sanitizers 
$26 ($1 savings)

Lip Balm 3-Pack 
3 Lip Balms 
$20 ($1 savings)

SPF 15 Lotion 3-Pack 
3 SPF 15 Lotions 
$35 ($1 savings)

SPF 50 Lotion 3-Pack 
3 SPF 50 Lotions 
$35 ($1 savings)

Purse Pack 
1 Lip Balm, 1 Hand Sanitizer,  

1 Hand Cream, 1 Solid Perfume  
$35 ($5 savings)

Laundry Love 
1 Washer Whiffs Tub,  

1 Laundry Liquid, 2 Boxes Dryer Disks  
$50 ($10 savings)

Shower Saver 
1 Shower Gel, 1 Body Lotion,  
1 Body Spray, 1 Hand Soap, 

$30 ($3 savings)

Combine and Save
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You'll also have access to our  
Host Exclusives. Every month,  

we announce a new product or sale  
offer that is available only to Hosts!  

It’s our way of saying thanks.

The Scentsy Element System*
3 Scentsy Bars of your choice, plus:

1 Element Scentsy Warmer
$39 ($1 savings)

Host a Scentsy Fragrance Party
When you bring together friends and Scentsy products, it happens naturally: 
laughter, sharing, and reminiscing! Fragrances evoke unique memories for 
everyone. That’s why Scentsy products are best when experienced with others — 
and why Scentsy parties are so much fun. 

We Love Our Hosts! 
Your Consultant supplies the product displays and samples. You choose a date 
and invite a bunch of people who love a great party. That’s it! When you host 
a Scentsy Fragrance party, you’re sure to have a blast. But the best part about 
hosting? Host Rewards! When you host a party, you’ll receive Host Exclusives, 
half-price items and Host Credits to use for your own shopping. Your Consultant 
can show you the best way to get as much Scentsy as possible!

Want to See Why Our Hosts Love Scentsy So Much?
When you throw a qualifying party, you can use your Rewards for almost 
anything in the current catalog. Use your half-price items or product credits for:

The Scentsy System* 
3 Scentsy Bars of your choice, plus:

Premium — 1 Premium Scentsy Warmer 
$49 ($1 savings)

Deluxe — 1 Deluxe Scentsy Warmer
$44 ($1 savings)

The Scentsy Plug-In System* 
3 Scentsy Bars of your choice, plus: 

1 Plug-In Scentsy Warmer
$34 ($1 savings)

* Not available for use with Charitable Cause products or Licensed Warmers (Campus Gallery Collection,  
Patriot Gallery Collection, and Mossy Oak Break-Up®).

Get the most out of  
your Rewards with  
these special offers!

Host and Join



Host Rewards

Host Rewards are based on the dollar amount of product sold at your party, excluding 
any sales tax or shipping charges that may apply. 

Party orders shipped directly to customers instead of to the Consultant or Host incur 
a shipping fee. Free shipping does not apply outside the continental United States and 
Canada. Licensed Warmers and Charitable Cause products cannot be used for Host
Rewards or Perpetual Party Rewards. 

Perpetual Party Rewards

If any guest at your party books their own Scentsy Fragrance party, you will receive an 
extra half-price item when you attend their qualifying party of $150 or more!

Guest Sales $150-$249 $250-$399 $400-$999 $1,000+

Free Product 10% 10% 15% 15%

Half-Price Items 1 2 3 4

Host and Join
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COMPENSATION PLAN

* Lifetime Personal 
Retail Volume; must 
be attained before  
rank advancement.

PRV is a global point 
system convertible 
to local currency 
using a peg rate, 
calculated by 
the formula “tax 
exclusive price / 
PRV.” The current 
peg rate for U.S. 
is 1 PRV: $1.

Monthly Title
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SuperStar Director 500 80,000 10,000 3 4 25% 9% 9% 7% 5% 2% 3% 3% 4% 5%

Star Director 500 30,000 6,000 3 2 25% 9% 9% 7% 5% 2% 3% 3% 4%

Director 500 10,000 2,000 3 25% 9% 9% 7% 5% 2% 3% 3%

SuperStar Consultant 500 6,000 3 25% 7% 7% 5% 3%

Star Consultant 500 2,500 2 25% 4% 4% 2%

Lead Consultant 500 1,000 1 25% 2% 2%

Certified Consultant 1,000* 25%

Escential Consultant 20%

RANK RESPONSIBILITIES REWARDS
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* Plus local tax and shipping. Contents may vary.

Join Scentsy!
As an Independent Scentsy Fragrance Consultant, you’ll embark on an exciting 
new business opportunity, enjoying flexible business hours, the ability to 
earn income, and the satisfaction of connecting people you care about with 
products you believe in. Reach your goals. Love what you do. Call your Scentsy 
Consultant or go to scentsy.com to start your journey today. 

Scentsy Starter Kit (only $99*)
When you sign up, we’ll send you a Scentsy Starter Kit for only $99.* Your Starter 
Kit includes everything you need to hold your first party and launch a successful 
Scentsy business: catalogs, brochures, demonstration products, and a full set of 
scent testers. All you need to add is your love of Scentsy products and a passion 
to share them with others! Ask your Scentsy Consultant for more information on 
why joining Scentsy is such a wonderful opportunity.

Host and Join
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